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Equazioni a derivate parziali. — Uniform exponential energy decay of Euler-

Bernoulli equations by suitable boundary feedback operators^). Nota(**) di JERRY 

BARTOLOMEO, IRENA LASIECKA e ROBERTO TRIGGIANI, presentata dal Corrisp. R. 

CONTI . 

ABSTRACT. — We study the uniform stabilization problem for the Euler-Bernoulli equation defined on a 
smooth bounded domain of any dimension with feedback dissipative operators in various boundary 
conditions. 

KEY WORDS: Euler-Bernoulli equations; Uniform stabilization. 

RIASSUNTO. — Decadimento uniforme esponenziale dell'energia nelle equazioni di Euler-Bernoulli con 

opportuna dissipazione sulla frontiera. Studiamo, al variare delle condizioni al contorno, il problema di 
stabilizzazione uniforme per l'equazione di Euler-Bernoulli con dissipazione definita su un dominio regolare 
limitato di dimensione qualunque. 

0. INTRODUCTION. 

Throughout this note Q is an open bounded domain in Rn with sufficiently smooth 
boundary 3D =T. In Q we consider the Euler-Bernoulli equation with suitable 
boundary conditions which, once homogeneous (free dynamics), produce a unitary 
group of operators, i.e. norm-preserving free solutions on suitable natural function 
spaces. We then seek to introduce «damping» in the dynamics by virtue of expressing 
the non-homogeneous boundary controls as suitable feedback operators in terms of the 
velocity, in order to force uniform exponential decay of all feedback solutions. In section 
1, we treat boundary controls in the Direchlet and Neumann boundary conditions. 
Here, the uniform stabilization results which we present are fully consistent with 
recently established exact controllability and optimal regularity theo
ries [11,12,14,15], (which, in fact, motivate the choices of spaces in the first place). In 
section 2, a bending moment type of condition replaces the Neumann boundary 
condition. Here further difficulties arise. We present results when only one boundary 
control is active. Thus, as expected, geometrical conditions on Q are needed. These, 
however, are more restrictive than in section 1. For work in the stabilization of plates 
with other boundary conditions, we refer to [5-9,13]. 

1. EULER-BERNOULLI EQUATION 

WITH DLRICHLET AND NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONTROLS [1 ] . 

Consider the mixed problem 

(1.1*) wtt + A2w = 0 i n ( 0 , T ] X O = g, 

(l.lb) w(0,-) = w0; wt{0,-) = w1 in Q, 

(*) Research was sponsored partially by the National Science Foundation Grant No. 

(**) Pervenuta all'Accademia il 10 ottobre 1988. 
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(1.1c) w\z = gi in (0,T]xr = Z, 

(1.1*0 4 p =& ini;, 

in the solution w{t,x) subject to suitable control functions gx and g2 [14,15]. 
Throughout this section let A be the positive self-adjoint operator on L2(Q) defined by 
Af= A2f, B(A) = H4(Q) n HQ(Q). We introduce the following spaces, as in recent exact 
controllability studies [14,15] 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

where 

(1.5) 

we recall that 

x=H-'(û)xr 

V=lfeHHû):J\r = ^ H 
Y=H1o(Û)xH'1(Û) 

•D(AW) = Hè(Û); D(4V4) = V 

(with equivalent norms), so that the spaces X and Y in (1.2), (1.4) can likewise be 
identified as 

(1.6) X=[B(^ 1 / 4)] 'x[B(A 3 / 4)] ' 

(1.7) Y=B(A1/4)x[B(A1/4)]'. 

The symbol ' denotes duality with respect to the L2(Q)-topology. The norms are given 
by 

(1-8) ||x||D(^) = ||y4ax||L2(i3); IMIDD^)]' = \\A ?x\ \LZ(Q) 

where a, ^ ^ 0 . The problem of exact controllability for the dynamics (1.1) on the 
spaces X and Y with either one or else two controls gx and g2 in suitable functions 
spaces was studied in [14,15]. To help motivate the spaces of uniform stabilization 
chosen below, we recall from these references that e.g. exact controllability of (1.1) in 
the space X of optimal regularity was obtained for an arbitrarily short time T > 0 either 
with control functions 

(1.9) gleL2(0,T;L2(r)); & = 0 

under geometrical conditions for Q; or else with controls 

(1.10) gleL2(0,T;L2(r)); g2eL2{0J-H-\D) 

without geometrical conditions on Q (except for smoothness of I7). Thus the 
corresponding uniform stabilization problem may be stated qualitatively as follows: 
seek, if possible, two (linear) feedback operators $i and ^ 

(1.11*) gl = ^(wt)eL2(0^;L2(r)) 

(1.11*) g2 = &2(wi)eL2(0,™;H-1(r)) 

based on the velocity wt (damping) such that the corresponding closed loop problem 
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which results from introducing (l.lla-b) into (l.lc-d), respectively, is (i) well-posed on 
X (in the sense of semigroup generation on X) and (ii) decays (exponentially) in the 
uniform operator topology of X for t—» + °°. Solution to this problem is provided by 
the following two theorems. 

THEOREM 1.1 [1]. (Well-posedness and uniform stabilization on X with two 
feedback operators). Consider problem (1.1) with 

(1.12) - - d 

(1.13) 

gl=--iAA-V2wù\r 

g2=A2[A(A-'/2wt)]r 

where A denotes an isomorphism Hs(r) onto H5'1^) self-adjoint on L2(T) (we need 
only the case s= 1) (first order differential operator tangential to r with smooth 
coefficients: say, tangential gradient). Then, the closed loop problem obtained from 
inserting (1.12) and (1.13) into (1.1c) and (l.ld), respectively, possesses the following 
properties: 

(i) (well-posedness) the solution map 

(1.14) { t t i o , W i } - > W , ^ / ) } 

defines a strongly continuous contraction semigroup exp [dû] on X; 
(ii) (L2-nature in time of feedback operators). The functions gly g2 given by 

(1.12) (1.13) satisfy the inequality 

(1.15) 

00 

/ {||gi(*<r, + ll&WHW)} dt < || V , w *%; 

(iii) (uniform stabilization) there exist constants M and £ > 0 such that 

(1.16) 
w(t) 

wt{t) X 
exp [at] 

w0 
<Mexp[-&] / > 0 • . 

We note explicitly that no geometrical conditions are imposed on Q in Theorem 1.1 
(except for smoothness of P). If, however, only one feedback control action gi is used, 
then uniform stabilization is still achieved, but under geometrical conditions on Q. 

THEOREM 1.2 [1] (Uniform stabilization on X with one feedback operator). The 
sanie conclusions of Theorem 1.1 continue to hold true if gx is given by (1.12) while g2 is 
taken identically zero g2 = 0, provided Q satisfies the following geometrical condition: 
There exists a vector field h(x) eC2(Q) such that 

(1.17) (i) i - v > 7 > 0 onT, v = unit outward normal, y = constant 

(1.18) (ii) J H(x) v(x) • v(x)dQ >p J |p(x)|&»dÛ, for some constant p > 0 
Q Q 

and all v(x) e [L2(Q)]n, where H(x) is the n X n matrix with dhi{x)/dxj as its (/,/)-th 
entry (H is the transpose of the Jacobian of h). We note that a sufficient checkable 
condition for (ii) to hold is that the symmetric matrix H(x) + H*(x) be uniformly 
positive definite on Q. • 
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Next, if one wishes to study uniform stabilization of (1.1) in the space Y given by 
(1.4) (and corresponding to the exact controllability results in this space of [14,15]), 
one sees from (1.4) that we must take at the outset gi = 0. A study of this case is 
presented in [1]. We close this section by remarking that the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2 are inspired by the uniform stabilization papers [17] for the wave equation with 
Dirichlet feedback; [21] for the wave equation with Neumann feedback following the 
original contributions of G. Chen [2,3] and J. Lagnese[10]; and [14,15] for the 
corresponding exact controllability results for (1.1). 

2. EULER-BERNOULLI EQUATION 

WITH BOUNDARY CONTROLS ON W\E AND ^ ^ ^ [ 2 0 ] . 

Throughout this section we consider the problem 

(2.1a) wtt + A2w = Q in (0,T]XQ = Q, 

(2.1b) w(0,-) = w0; wt(0,-) = Wi in Qy 

(2.1c) w\s = gl in (0,T]xr = 2î, 

(2 Ad) Aw\z = g2 in i ; , 

Regularity results (in fact, optimal) in appropriate function spaces were given in [18], 
while corresponding controllability results may be found in [10,19]. Here we study the 
uniform stabilization problem for (2.1) on the spaces 

(2.2) Z = B(A1/2)xL2(Q). 

(2.3) W=L2(Q)x[B(A1/2)]f. 

In (2.2)-(2.3), and throughout this section, we let Af=A2f, B(A) = {fe H4(Q) :f\r = 
= Af\r = 0} and we have A1/2f= - Af, B(A1/2) = H2(Q) n HJ(0). Hence, choice (2.2) 
of Z implies at the outset the condition 

(2.4)! gi = 0 o n i ; 

on problem (2.1), and we are thus left only with the control g2 (to be suitable expressed 
as a feedback operator on wt as in (2.5) below) to force uniform stabilization for (2.1). 
Not surprisingly, geometrical conditions on Q are needed to achieve uniform 
stabilization. As a matter of fact, these are more restrictive, and of more difficult 
interpretation as well, on the class of domains Q which are allowed. They are described 
in Definition 2.1 which follows the statement of Theorem 2.1. 

THEOREM 2.1 [20] (Well-posedness and uniform stabilization on Z). Consider 
problem (2.1) with 

(2.5) a « 0 , & = - ^ ' 
dv 

Then: 

(i) (well-posedness) the corresponding map {w0>Wi}-^ {w(t),wt(t)} defines a 
strongly continuous contraction semigroup exp [&t] on Z; 
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(ii) (L2-nature of feedback operators) The feedback control g2 in (2.5) satisfies 
the inequality 

/ll&M|W^IIW>,^}||f. 

(iii) (Uniform stabilization on Z) Let now Q satisfy the geometrical conditions of 
definition 2.1 below. 

Then there exist constants M and £ > 0 such that 

(2.6) 
w{t) 

U)t{f) z 
exp [at\ 

Wi 
<Mexp[-&] / > 0 • . 

A similar result holds true on the space W defined by (2.3), mutatis mutandis, see [20]. 

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is inspired by paper [17] on the uniform stabilization of 
the wave equation with Dirichlet feedback; in particular, it presents a technical 
difficulty of the same type as one encountered in [17]. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let Q satisfy the following condition. There exists a vector field 
h(x) e C2(Q) such that: 

(i) h is parallel to v (exterior unit normal) on all of T; i.e. h (a) = k(cr) v(o-), for 
k(<i) a smooth scalar function, GET; 

(ii) the following inequality holds 

\àq SVAf-Vft dQ\ \\Aq\2dQ 

where q(x) is a smooth function on Q such that 

q\r=0 and Aq\r=0 

and p > 0 is a suitable constant, possible depending on h(x), O, and q(x). • 
Examples of domains satisfying Definition 2.1 include ^-dimensional spheres with 

centre x0, wherbi?(x) = x — x0 and /?-dimensional ellipsoids where the ratio between the 
axes is «sufficiently small». 

3. SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2. 

As the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 is lengthy, we can only confine ourselves here 
to a schematic sketch which will be concentrated on the main issue of uniform 
stabilization. (Well-posedness in the semigroup sense and L2-nature of the feedback 
operators follow from a dissipative type of argument based on Lumer-Phillips theorem 
as in [17,21]). We define (recall (1.2), (1.6), (1.8)) 

(3.1) E(w, t) s E(t) = \\{w(t), wM}^ = \\A~1M w 

Our main goal will be, as usual, to show that 

(3.2) J £(*)<&< constE(0) 

(a) + \\A-yAwt{t)\ÏM^ £(0). 

V{u>o,^i} e X 
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with «const» independent of the initial data. After this, Datko's Theorem will yield the 
desired conclusion. As a matter of fact, it will suffice to show inequality (3.2) for initial 
data smooth, say in the domain of the generator of the feedback problem. To this end, 
we first introduce a new variable p by setting 

(3.3) 

which yields 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

(3Ac) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

p = A-V2w, 

the new problem 

ptl + â2p = F1 + F2 in(0 ,°°)xG = Q, 

p0 = A-3/2wù px=A-yiwM in Û, 

i , dp 
p\s = 0 and — 

av 
= 0 in (0, oo)x r = z, 

F1 = -A-l/2G1GtA~1/2wtl; F2 = - A~m G2A
2 G% A~m wtt 

G1gl = vo-

G2g2=yo< 

A2v = 0 in Q;v\r = gl;-^-
av 

A2y = 0 in t 
i dy 

av 

H 
M 

By (3.3) and the ^-problem it follows that 

I 1/2 

(3.8) \\A-'Mwt\\L2(û) = \\Ay4p\\L2{Q), equivalent to / \V(Ap)\2dQ 

(3.9) ^1/v,=-^-1/4^+o(iyl2(r)) + 

(3.10) \\A1/Ap\\L2{Q)y equivalent to J J | V ^ | 2 ^ Q I 

with gi and g2 in feedback form as in (1.12), (1.13), which therefore satisfy (1.15). The 
equivalences in (3.8) and (3.10) have been pointed out and crucially used in the exact 
controllability study in [14,15], (after Grisvard's interpolation results). Next, following 
an idea in the exact controllability study in [14,15], we apply to the /^-problem (3.4) 
two multipliers: exp [— 2/3/] h • V(Ap) and exp [— 2/3/] Vp divh, fi > 0, with h the vector 
field for Q (this is the vector field h of the statement of Theorem 1.2 if only the feedback 
on gi is used, while g2 = 0; instead, it may be a radial vector field x — x0 in the case of 
both feedbacks on gx and g2). After (lengthy) integrations by parts one obtains the 
following identity after using the boundary conditions 

(3.11) Uxp[-2pt]~^-h-V(Ap)dU-l/2 fexp[-2/3/] |V(^) |2 /7-v^; + 
I dv i 

+ 1/2 exp [ - 2pt] Ap^-^divhdZ = 
Ì 3 v 

= j exp[-2#|HV(4p)-V(4/>)dQ+ \ exp[-2ptiHVprVpidQ+: 
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+ 1/2 | exp[-2pt]ApV(Ap)-V(dwh)dQ+ 1/2 \ exp [-2/3/]/>,V/v V(div£) dQ -
Q Q 

-p j exp [ - 2pt]ptApdiv h dQ -2/3 j exp [ - 2pt\pth • V(Ap) dQ + 
Q Q 

+ 1/2 J exp [ - 2/3/] FAp div h dQ + J exp [ - 2/3/] FA • V(4p) </Q -
Q Q 

- 1/2 J Vp0• V(pidivh) dQ+ jpxh- V(Ap0) dQ 
Q Q 

where F' = Fx + F2, as the terms of integration by parts in / as T—» °° vanish (we are 
taking smooth initial data, as mentioned below (3.2)) [Note that div h = 0 if h is a radial 
field, the case of two feedbacks]. Technical manipulations on the terms of (3.11) using 
the norm equivalences (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) for the interior terms, and (1.15) for the 
boundary terms yield the following estimates for the left hand side (L.H.S) and right 
hand side (R.H.S.) of identity (3.11): 

(3.12) C*E(0)>cJ / [||«i|Ê )̂ + ||&|^i(r)]L/>L.H.S. of (3.11) 

00 

(3.13) R.H.S. of (3.11) > d J exp[-2/3/]E(/)^/-i<;iE(0) 
o 

in the case of radial vector field (Theorem 1.1), where the positive constants c\ and Kl 
do not depend on /3. Combining (3.12), (3.13) and letting fi j 0 yields (3.2) as desired. 
In the case of general vector field h the right hand side contains also an additional term: 

00 

an integral over I in time with lower order terms in p (or w). These then can be 
o 

«absorbed» through a theorem like Theorem 2 in [10] or Theorem 1.2 in [21] (our 
proof follows the operator proof in [21]. D 

4. SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. 

With reference to problem (2.1), (2.5), we now introduce a new variable p by 
setting p = A~l/2wty where new A realizes A2 with homogeneous boundary conditions 
/ | r = 4 / 1 r = 0 . We thus obtain a corresponding problem in p: 

(4.1) ptt + A2p = Fx p\s = Ap\E = Q po,pi 

(4.2) F1=-G1GtAV2wtt 

counterpart of (3.4), (3.5). Now however we apply the multipliers exp \_—2pi]h- Vp 
and exp [—2/3/] div/? to the problem (4.1), thus obtaining a (lengthy) identity, counter 
part of identity (3.11). It is now the term in this identity due to Fxh • Vp that gives rise 
to a technical difficulty of the same type as the one encountered in the wave equation 
with Dirichlet feedback in [17. Lemma 3.3]. This forces the condition that h be parallel 
to von r. Details are given in [20]. 
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